Year 1 Spellings – Group 1 M
Tested during the
week commencing
the 03/12/18
Phase 2/3
s/ss j v
jug
vet
sock
sit

Tricky Words
the

Here are some games and ideas for you to use when learning
your spellings at home.
Cut letters out of
a newspaper and
stick them down
to spell each
word.

Write them
with your eyes
closed.

Find the spellings
in a reading book.

Write them in
Write rainbow
the bath and
words – with
get someone to
each letter being
guess what
a different
word you are
colour.
writing.
Muddle up the
Write them in
Write the word letters on cards
rice in a tray
in the air using and place them
using your finger.
your finger.
in order to spell
each word.

Ask someone to
Look, read,
hide your
cover, write and
spellings around
check.
the house to find,
read and write.

Play hangman.

See how many
times you can
write them in a
minute.

Year 1 Spellings – Group 1 N

Tested during the
week commencing
the 03/12/18

Phase 3
ur ow ai
turn
cow
rain
town

Tricky Words
you

Here are some games and ideas for you to use when learning
your spellings at home.
Cut letters out of
a newspaper and
stick them down
to spell each
word.

Write them
with your eyes
closed.

Find the spellings
in a reading book.

Write them in
Write rainbow
the bath and
words – with
get someone to
each letter being
guess what
a different
word you are
colour.
writing.
Muddle up the
Write them in
Write the word letters on cards
rice in a tray
in the air using and place them
using your finger.
your finger.
in order to spell
each word.

Ask someone to
Look, read,
hide your
cover, write and
spellings around
check.
the house to find,
read and write.

Play hangman.

See how many
times you can
write them in a
minute.

Year 1 Spellings – Miss Dane’s Group
Tested during the
week commencing
the 03/12/18
Phase 3 recap
ee igh oa
bright
night
sheep
coat
float
Tricky Words
was my

Here are some games and ideas for you to use when learning
your spellings at home.
Cut letters out of
a newspaper and
stick them down
to spell each
word.

Write them
with your eyes
closed.

Find the spellings
in a reading book.

Write them in
Write rainbow
the bath and
words – with
get someone to
each letter being
guess what
a different
word you are
colour.
writing.
Muddle up the
Write them in
Write the word letters on cards
rice in a tray
in the air using and place them
using your finger.
your finger.
in order to spell
each word.

Ask someone to
Look, read,
hide your
cover, write and
spellings around
check.
the house to find,
read and write.

Play hangman.

See how many
times you can
write them in a
minute.

Year 1 Spellings – Mrs Peterson’s Group
Tested during the
week commencing the
03/12/18
Phase 4
train
steep
windmill
starlight
stuck
Tricky Words
were
there

Here are some games and ideas for you to use when learning
your spellings at home.
Cut letters out of
a newspaper and
stick them down
to spell each
word.

Write them
with your eyes
closed.

See how many
times you can
write them in a
minute.

Find the spellings
in a reading book.

Write them in
Write rainbow
the bath and
words – with
get someone to
each letter being
guess what
a different
word you are
colour.
writing.
Muddle up the
Write them in
Write the word letters on cards
rice in a tray
in the air using and place them
using your finger.
your finger.
in order to spell
each word.

Ask someone to
Look, read,
hide your
cover, write and
spellings around
check.
the house to find,
read and write.

Play hangman.

Extra challenge - Can you include 3 of these words into a sentence?

